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THE SITUATION
On March 23, 2016, North Carolina Governor Pat McCrory signed
the Public Facilities Privacy & Security Act, commonly known as

1960

House Bill 2, HB2 or “the bathroom bill.” The bill would not only
force transgender people to use the bathroom corresponding to
their gender at birth, it would also limit protections for all North
Carolina workers—such as the ability to sue in state court for
wrongful termination based on race, religion, color, national origin,
age, sex or disability.
This was incredibly embarrassing. North Carolina was often seen
as the South’s most progressive state, and has a history of being
a first-mover when it comes to civil rights issues. For example,
the most significant sit-in of the Civil Rights Movement happened
in Greensboro, North Carolina in 1960. But following HB2, many
compared Governor Pat McCrory to segregationist governor
George Wallace, and President Barack Obama had to go so
far as to apologize to foreign countries on behalf of the state.
Overnight, the state of North Carolina, previously known for
spectacular college basketball, higher learning and innovative
research, became associated with bigotry and discrimination and
the target of both late-night jokes and social media outrage.

2016

THE SITUATION
From an ethical standpoint, HB2 was diametrically opposed to cherished
North Carolina values of diversity and inclusion; as such, it could have
disastrous results in terms of bringing new people and new business
to North Carolina. In fact, North Carolina was the only state to have 10
consecutive years of more inbound movers than outbound movers in 2016
and has consistently ranked as a top state to do business in.
Immediately, dozens of companies and individuals made it known that they
were done with North Carolina until the law was changed: PayPal. Deutsche
Bank. Lionsgate. The NBA. The American Institution of Architects. Bruce
Springsteen. Pearl Jam. Vermont, Washington and New York banned nonessential travel by state workers. According to estimates from local news,
policy reports and interviews, North Carolina was set to lose over $630
million in business.
Confident we were standing on the right side of both history and economics,
it was clear we had to do whatever we could to keep HB2 in the spotlight
until citizens could oust McCrory at the polls and put HB2 back on the table.
In order to overturn HB2, our goals were:
1.

Awareness. Keep the negative impact of HB2 top of mind.

2.

Engagement. Inspire people to read, watch, click, share.

3.

Switching. Influence them to vote McCrory out of office.

North Carolina
was set to lose over
$630 million in business.

THE INSIGHT
Changing a law is hard: It takes a long time. It takes partners. It takes repeated
attempts and experimenting with different tactics. But changing hearts and
minds over something as charged as transgender rights was even harder. It
didn’t take focus groups all over the state to see that people were divided on the
issue. You only had to talk to a neighbor, a co-worker or a family member to see
that people either wholeheartedly supported or reviled the bill, and then there
were others who were completely ambivalent. But our research showed that
even if people “got” the bathroom privacy angle, they weren’t fully aware of the
broad-reaching impact of HB2.
Until HB2 was overturned, we knew that the things we loved about North Carolina
would go away one by one until we didn’t even recognize our state anymore. We
enjoy scenic beauty, rich culture, a fantastic jobs market, world-class sports and
recreational opportunities. All of these things make North Carolina an exceptional
place to live and do business. And all of these things were overshadowed and put
at risk by an estimated $630 million in lost business resulting from HB2. Every day,
we saw concerts being canceled, sports events going elsewhere (like the NBA
All-Star Game), tech and film companies pulling out, vacations being scrapped,
billions of dollars in federal funding going away, the resume pipeline drying up.
Where we were once the star of the South, we were now being rejected left and
right by businesses, entertainment and people from all over. That’s where our
insight came from: Even if people were OK with HB2, they were not OK
losing everything that made our state great.

Even if people were
OK with HB2, they
were not OK losing
everything that made
our state great.

THE IDEA

We needed to stoke the negative emotions not around the bill
itself, but the secondary effects of being rejected by sport
leagues, entertainers, companies and more.
When people learned all the things they were losing—and would continue to lose—as a result of HB2, we wanted them to feel
outraged. Betrayed. Embarrassed. Ashamed.
Pissed off to see all the things either hidden in or affected by HB2, under the guise of “protecting women and children.”
When they learned that many of the things they loved about their state were under attack, would they be willing to let it happen?
Throughout the year, we worked in partnership with Equality NC to keep HB2, and its negative consequences, top of mind until
people could let the governor know what they thought of his bill by speaking with their vote.

THE IDEA: PART 1
FRAME THE PROBLEM

First, in collaboration with the Human Rights Campaign (HRC), we were a driving
force behind a letter signed by over 100 major CEOs and business leaders
demanding the bill be repealed. In the letter, we made clear that in addition to
infringing upon corporate, state and U.S. values, HB2 would have a devastating
economic impact in that it would “make it far more challenging for businesses
across the state to recruit and retain the nation’s best and brightest workers and
attract the most talented students from across the country and…diminish the
state’s draw as a destination for tourism, new businesses and economic activity.”

THE IDEA: PART 2
RALLY THE PRESS

Next we printed the bill on rolls of toilet paper, which we sent to sympathetic media
outlets around the country. “We think it’s time to flush North Carolina’s House Bill 2
(HB2), and we think you probably agree with us,” read an accompanying note. We
also produced a video to publicize our TP and encourage viewers to go to StopHB2.
org (now TurnOut! NC’s site turnoutnc.org).

THE IDEA: PART 3
HIGHLIGHT THE IMPACT

The bill’s effects clearly extended well past the bathroom, as boycotts across
entertainment, business and athletic events cost the state an estimated $630
million. So we created a “Things 2 Love About NC” YouTube page featuring all of
the great stuff that wasn’t happening in our state because of HB2, with clickbait
headlines driving viewers to a YouTube error-inspired frame that would disappoint
them with the realization that “This video does not exist. Because HB2 does.”

THE IDEA: PART 4
DRAMATIZE THE ABSURD

Finally, we created a forgotten ’90s boy band that had a truly shameless idea.
One More Wish got back together to play dates boycotted by other artists,
and even though we made them up, they were interviewed by a real magazine,
made really awful real songs, and had a real Twitter page and website featuring
a real documentary recounting their fake reunion. They, like the bill that made
their comeback possible, were horrible. And the only way to get rid of them
was to get rid of Governor Pat McCrory.

THE OUTCOME
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any other issue by 17 points.
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